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Abstract
This project aims to serve the national interest by creating
EXPLAINIT, an innovative explanation-based classroom
response system that provides real-time support to
undergraduate STEM students and instructors by using
natural language processing to analyze student
explanations of STEM phenomena. The project will
advance understanding of how to improve undergraduate
STEM education by providing real-time formative feedback
to each individual student and real-time summaries to
instructors so they can quickly adapt their instruction to the
current needs of their students. The project will produce
significant theoretical and practical advances in
undergraduate STEM education. It will lead to a deeper
understanding of how students learn with explanationbased classroom response systems, including the learning
gains and improvements in student engagement. It will also
lead to a set of effective instructional support principles for
explanation-rich classroom interactions that will be broadly
applicable in multiple STEM disciplines and in diverse
institutional settings. Together, these advances will yield
fundamental improvements in undergraduate STEM
education.

Research Thrusts
• Leveraging advances in natural language processing, we
will create the EXPLAINIT explanation-based classroom
response system.
• The EXPLAINIT project will (1) enable students to
compose textual explanations of STEM phenomena
using their own computing devices, (2) analyze student
explanations and provide real-time formative feedback to
each individual student, and (3) provide real-time
summaries to instructors at the aggregate classroom
level so they can quickly adapt their instruction to
students’ current needs.
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EXPLAINIT Benefits and Project Outcomes

Research Questions
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(1) How can we create the EXPLAINIT explanation-based
classroom response system such that it accurately
assesses student explanations and provides meaningful
feedback?
(2) How can we derive significant research results on
adaptively supporting student learning and engagement
with EXPLAINIT?
(3) How can we develop online resources that enable
instructors to easily integrate EXPLAINIT into their
teaching?
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• We will evaluate the EXPLAINIT explanation-based
classroom response system in a wide range of
undergraduate STEM courses through collaborations
with instructors in biology, computer science, and physics
at NC State University, Indiana University, Westfield
State University, NC Central University, and NC
Agricultural and Technical State University.
• We will evaluate EXPLAINIT with students in introductory
courses (including large introductory courses with over
100 students), lower-division courses, and upper-division
courses.
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(1) Student Impact: The project will directly impact
thousands of students across five universities.
(2) Diversity: The project team is deeply committed to
diversity in every aspect of the project through partnership
with HBCUs, including North Carolina Agricultural and
Technical State University, the nation’s largest public
historically black university.
(3) Dissemination to Instructors: The project team will
grow the EXPLAINIT community of practice through
workshops and presentations at conferences, including
ACM Technical Symposium on Computer Science
Education, as well as through webinars and social media.
(4) Research Dissemination: Research results of the
EXPLAINIT project will be disseminated through
conferences (e.g., International Conference on Artificial
Intelligence in Education) and publications.
(5) Software Dissemination: EXPLAINIT will be
disseminated to instructors at no cost through the
EXPLAINIT Community Portal.
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Project Evaluation

Current and Future Directions

• The evaluation will have a dual focus: evaluating
EXPLAINIT’s effects on students’ learning (conceptual
knowledge, problem solving), and evaluating
EXPLAINIT’s effects on improving students’ engagement
in STEM (STEM self-efficacy, STEM interest).
• Learning and attitudinal outcomes will be measured with
the surveys, pre-tests, and post-tests refined throughout
the project to determine if students who engaged in selfexplanation using EXPLAINIT demonstrated significantly
improved learning outcomes relative to students who
were in the Clicker and Clicker+Self Explanation
condition.

• Design the system architecture for an initial version of
EXPLAINIT, including Explanation Analyzer, Instructor
Dashboard, and Student Explanation App.
• Interview with a computer science instructor and a
biology instructor to learn about their courses, students
per course, teaching style, and existing challenges, and
gather requirements for EXPLAINIT (e.g., types of
questions, the number of questions each lecture, the
length of questions).
• Conduct student focus groups and pilot tests at two
partner universities and create/explore instruments to
evaluate EXPLAINIT‘s effects on students’ learning and
STEM engagement.

